Are separate departments across your school district manually managing important personnel data and unknowingly duplicating it? Are they making staffing decisions based on outdated information and lacking a real-time, consolidated view of budgeted, vacant and filled positions?

Tyler’s Infinite Visions® financial and personnel management product suite brings all of your data into one place to manage your positions and corresponding full-time equivalents (FTEs). Integrated workflow for Electronic Personnel Action Requests (e-PAR) puts you in control of your position inventory, and built-in checks and balances ensure the seamless and secure flow of information so nothing falls through the cracks from start to finish.
Are separate departments across your school district creating important data, but unknowingly duplicating it? Are they making decisions based on manipulated or outdated data out of their control?

Tyler’s Infinite Visions® financial and personnel management product suite brings all of your data into a single centralized system to keep information current, accurate and available 24/7 regardless of your location. Its integrated workflow systems ensure your information flows seamlessly and securely, so nothing slips through the cracks from start to finish.